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The Chandos Singers are pleased to announce details of their forthcoming concert, Music and 
Espionage, to take place at 7.30pm on Saturday 23rd November 2019 at The Magdalen Chapel, 
Holloway, Bath BA2 4PX. 
 

****** 
The Chandos Singers, conducted by Malcolm Hill, are one of Bath’s leading chamber choirs. Their most 
recent concert took place in Magdalen Chapel in July, and focused on Henry Purcell (1659-1695), 
covering his own works together with pieces by composers who inspired him or who were influenced by 
him. 
 

Music and musicians have been used as espionage tools since well before the Middle Ages, when 
entertainers would be sent ‘through rival encampments to count the number of spears’ while they sang 
and played. Groups of musicians would sometimes include someone whose purpose was to use the 
group to obtain entry to a court and then at some point to absent himself for the sake of the state. 
 

The keyboard virtuoso John Bull (c.1562-1628) was trained by Walsingham and spent many of his spying 
years in the Low Countries, playing his own compositions on the virginals and occasionally writing motets 
such as O Lord my God. In his Missa Brevis, Dieterich Buxtehude (1637-1707) altered the standard text of 
the Gloria, and provided a rest for the singers where the organist could insert an improvisation to last 
until the spy in his group returned. John Blow (1648-1708) arranged for a group of European performers 
to journey to Oxford, and composed Salvator mundi and other Latin motets for them. 
 

One of Bach’s sons circulated his father’s most rewritten cantata, Schwingt freudig euch empor, with a 
lengthy aria which has very few words, so that alternatives could be inserted if needed. Grzegorz 
Gerwazy Gorczycki (c.1667-1734) was ordered to produce the large-scale Suite for a Visit, in which a 
recorder-player could be heard at the beginning but would be elsewhere at the end. 
 

Lambert de Sayve (c.1548-1614) was in Archduchess Anna-Maria’s retinue for her marriage with Philip II 
in Spain; the only official reason for Lambert’s inclusion in the group was for him to hear his 2-minute 
antiphon Domine, non est exaltatum, setting words which were not totally appropriate to the occasion. 
 

The concert will be held in the serene surroundings of the Magdalen Chapel on Holloway, Bath. A chapel 
is known to have existed on this site in the 11th century, and a leper hospital was built close by in the 
12th. Both were under the care of the Abbey monks. The current building is 15th century. Despite severe 
bomb damage in 1942, it remains an active centre of worship. 
 

Interval refreshments will be available. 
 

****** 
Saturday 23rd November 2019, 7.30pm | The Magdalen Chapel, Holloway, Bath BA2 4PX 
 

Tickets: £12, students £5 
Bath Box Office: 01225 463362 | boxoffice@bathtourism.co.uk 
Online: https://bathboxoffice.org.uk/whatson/music-and-espionage-chandos-singers/  
 

Further Details: Mandy Shaw 07710 447966 | mandy.shaw@iperimeter.co.uk 
Chandos Singers www.chandossingers.co.uk | Magdalen Chapel www.magdalenchapelbath.co.uk 
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